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, ‘g “ 

, n ,, a Yltlss has-shes? rlsaawnitfqt swaps‘ 

WW8’ 129th sslssttllssl and ‘gas hsatisaihaving base sue-i 
gested.‘ However, prior tolthetpresentjnvent'ion number 
at dissslvsnasasiaats rntevsn'tsdsas-ihsstingsfrsmahsing 
employed on a commefcialgis‘eale. i ' 

“Cassi lbs-@1111. ipalislisadvamagsssfisasshsatingiwas 
' ‘J ‘ ' “ ’ ‘w traits“ it. 

‘in’ ‘ Ink-.3. 
.7 h . llssush asstesl 

ass ihsittstsast {tram lasllss int-O ‘malts.’ \ the ‘water-scaling 
of 'a-bufner is' undesirable forss‘evera‘l reasons. “If ,a:le_ai< 
(QC-Pats ‘in the Water: linstsastsm a ?ange-mus ~-,sim.sti<>n 
ass ‘26 treated hediséhsrss qfl-lsslsinawatsr inst 
the molten metal, and theuhofrefractorie‘s,yvhieh,._are,em< 
ployed. Water-cooling also creates an undesirable com 
plication of equipment because-two additional conduits 
for water-must-sbe used“ ~Moreover;—in'cold weather water 
in the conduits mayilfreezeiwhen the apparatus is out of 
uses“ 

reducingwszhrinkage ‘ca 

In accordance ‘with gthe present invention c there is‘ / pros 
Yidt-d a e'rsssss for amassing a solid metal castle W11 s.) 
is? .substantiallyafree from a .shrinkage cavity “by pouring 
the molten metal-“into a mold to form a casting‘, position 
ing a gas burner nozzle above the top surface of the cast 
ing, ande'applying :sfrom'ithev cnozzlei against [the top surface 
anr:;oxy-fuel gas; ?ame 1ofnthe1=blow1off type to lkeep » the 
topmofethetcastinggrnolteng-whilegthe zrest of.:the .metal 
solidi?es‘; Achlow=offr-:type 0f-.;_?a'me is produced :when 
the oxyn-fual;gasnmixtureitstarts‘to;burn at-atpoint spaced 
fromuthe, face ‘.of lthesburner‘snozzleyjrather thanright at 
the cfacetasiwithmonyentional ?ames. I. 

-3IThe tblQW-gOE ‘oxy—.fue1;,gas»?ame used {in-my» process 
iszrfqrmeduby'lso.correlating the ratiolof soxygeneto fuel 
gastin the combustible-mixture with: theidischarge ‘velocity 
of lzthe. ,zmixture cthat Lthe =?ame starts to :burn : at ,aipoint 
spaced o? the face of the burner nozzle, Itsccombulstion 
sometimes. mustqbe maintained :by.;.the igniting‘effect of 
someiadditional heating .agency; ‘' such as .the heat oflttheh 
incandescent metal castinggitself. For example, when the 
gas velocity is 500 feet per.-_,second :the ?ame will not burn 
in the free atmosphere,'but requires the igniting e?ect 
of a hot body to keep it burning. The point at‘ which 
the ?ame starts to burn varies dependentlupgnsthénvelocity 
of the somblss?bls mixture landsths slistanas between the 
nozzle and the top of the metal casting. l Jn tsomesin 
stances the ?ame has beenspaced; ‘ 

inch from the nozzle faee; "and in Voter‘ a _ , 
spacingéh‘asfoccurredv ‘ 

‘ when? blow-off ?ame-is employed in, themanner dc 
seribed "in the ‘preceding paragraph,‘ the burner is ’ subjected 
principally tor-the heat 'emanatingcfrom ‘the ‘metal “casting 
a....._:S'Hé . ..t . . ,_ 
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burninghat _the 'face-ofthe nozzle. Consequently it has 
been-‘foundr‘feasible to employ a burner without a water 
cooling~system when~using a blow-off'flame. 
To produce the "blow-off‘type ofi?ame whichnis em 

ployed in ‘my-shovel process, the foxy-fuel gas mixture 
‘should?ow at acalc'ulated discharge velocity (quantity of 
gas ?owing/total areaxofsori?ce') greater ‘than 2.00 feet 
per second ‘as iteleaves the ‘burner nozzle, ‘and the‘ ratio 
of oxygen :to;fue1"gas "in the ‘mixture should. ' be main 
tainedib‘etyveen-1,31a11d-L8‘to 1. Al_jdischargevvelocity of 
abhut?GOffeet per secondj'h'as _ been;found advantageous‘. 
velocitiestins'excess“of ‘1000,1feet per second are not ‘de 
sizable-1 ‘ 
'Byusing the process described above it has been'found 

possible to reduqe?lge Yolumeof metal.,require'd lintthe 
hotrtoPifrotn 11.5%‘ ?QWn t0-17 % ' of the‘ ingqt Volume .whils 
mtaintainingith‘e emaimgb'ody. of thejingot sound and free 
fram'sh?nlssgs cavities- ‘ 
‘Speci?c ways of employing the principles ofthejin-s 

vention will be describedxin ’ detail below with vreference 
to thaassampanying drawing, lwhsrsim 

T1318; 11 ‘is "a Perspective View .shqwingtan inggt .motd 
?lled “with molten steel?beingntreated;by‘the process ‘of 
the invention; ' 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged avertical» sectional view of the 
1.12am and ‘part qflhlivbwulfller-$11QWI1>~in,Fig-- 1; 1 

Pi "islanqelevationalaview.of thec-burinertas ‘seen 
e1ow.,iniEig-._2;.and< v 

is; pei'spe'stivstviswl partiallybmlsenlawavand 
n ‘sectigmof “another ‘type of ‘casting v beingtreated 

hY-Jhamassssptthsiavsnti‘m-~ ' 
vAsgsllsvtn31s Bi, 1 tam-inset.smolsi-llisaruiag men’ 

sectional seismic-‘1min: {1:3 havingaan intggraLannu-mr 
cater liarqvisisd-i ithlanapsrwts E116 hasihssa?llsd with 
mqltenis'tssl 4519a lstsl WiFhiWthQ-hQtt-QQM ‘ 

After ?lling the mold a burner 19 has beenip'lacedpip 
position with its burner lnoz‘z1e-;_;21 above the aperture 
16 and the top surface of the casting 15. immediately 
after ‘positioning the<burner 19»above;the casting; a fuel 
gas‘ suchaasl-naturall-gas "(which‘is‘ predominantly-methane) 
is? supplied to a gas‘ mixer’body 23_through=-a?supplyi eon: 
duit s25- iwhichiis provided with“ an- adjustable :automatie' 
pressuregl'?gultitor??‘ lsimultaneonslydh‘e?ow‘of oxygen 
is‘- commenced‘ »to~thegmixer ~body 2-3 ‘through a :supply 
conduit 129 *having'thereinv an adjustable ; automatic pres 
sure regulator/31." EFh'eptwo gases mixintimately‘together 
within lthebpdy- 23 and the resulting combustible mix 
ture passes ‘through-the ‘burnereto the ‘nozzle "21; from 
which it is discharged through a pluralityof ports ~33 
against the casting 15. Theirnixer body 23 may include 
any .ssntsatienal sonstrustisaz as .iswsllulsaqwn 
in Umpires» fsraetstnple as shown and .dsssrihssiiin 
Utl'itsd StatqsPstsm 2942;471 
‘Ihs .ptgpsriatio ‘9f the ‘oxygen to ‘tilts! saws inthe 99m: 

bvstibls mixture‘ .is determined ‘by ‘adjusting.theissttings 
of the Prsssuts r§gulatqr.s,27and_31: The 1131-9261‘ velocity 
of tthsidi?clhefglai’.aqntbastibls misstursis meaty an». 
vidiiigthshuntsrpqlzls-l . V ' 

POIts'BJ-PSHCP that their aggregate swssrssctia. 
produces the desired velocityfora given quantity?qwnof 
mixture through-[the vburner 19, as is wsl1».1<,nQWn.;t0 .thsss 
skilled-in the art. ' e . 

The elimination of ‘water-cooling and the employment 
of bloW-o? ?ames have made Fit possible to employ a 
burner-129isasxttsmsly simple aadliasxnsnstvs @911 
str. ?ea . The. burner only requires. .‘a length aft 
iro V rpip‘e.‘35,'j the street pl. "31 threaLdc-vclfo‘ver-v the frdnnend 
(with? Pi 
the ‘street 1- and. hangs the {discharge sti?css ‘ 3.3. drilled 
therein-n, . 

11h; ._.I_1.1ln?tb§13 arrangement, and “inclination lot the-‘sits’? 
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charge ori?ces 33 can be varied as desired to suit the 
type of casting being treated, within the scope of the 
invention. The particular nozzle shown in Figs. 1 and 2 
is provided with four ori?ces arranged as the corners of 
a square and having their axes diverging downwardly 
and outwardly from one another so as to direct the ?ames 
toward the periphery of the casting 15. 

Partially covering the top of the casting 15, as by the 
annular cover 14, reduces gas consumption considerably 
over the amount consumed when no cover is used, the 
saving in gas being as much as 50% in some instances. 

In a modi?ed form of apparatus, as shown in Fig. 4, 
a long and narrow casting 41 is treated with two groups 
of blow-01f ?ames 43 and 45 projected simultaneously 
from a pair of nozzles 47 and 49 connected to a single 
pipe 51 which is supplied with a combustible mixture from 
a mixer body (not shown) similar to the mixer body 23 
shown in Fig. l. ' 

Several speci?c examples of how the process of the 
invention has been successfully carried out for treating 
metal castings are described in detail below as an aid to 
persons skilled in the art who may wish to practice the 
invention. 

In all examples the top of the ingot was ?at and no 
shrinkage cavities extended down into the main body of 
the ingot. Also, the burner was in reusable condition 
after conclusion of the treatment. 

Example 1 
A partially covered ingot of stainless steel Weighing 

3 tons and having a rectangular top 15 x 28 inches and 
having a hot-top containing 5 inches depth of metal, in 
contrast to the conventional 8 inches, was treated with 
a blow-01f ?ame for 1 hour while holding a non-water 
cooled burner nozzle 4 inches from the surface of the 
metal. The blow-off ?ame was formed by discharging 
from the burner nozzle at 500 feet per second a 1.53:1 
ratio combustible mixture formed from oxygen and 
natural gas ?owing at 827 and 540 cubic feet per hour, 
respectively. 

Example 2 
A partially covered ingot of nickel-molybdenum tool 

steel weighing 4500 pounds and having a cylindrical top 
19 inches in diameter was provided with a hot-top one 
half the depth normally used on such ingots. The ingot 
then was treated with a blow-01f ?ame for 1 hour while 
holding a non-water-cooled burner nozzle 81/2 inches 
from the surface of the metal. The blow-01f ?ame was 
formed by discharging from the burner nozzle at 500 
feet per second a 1.52:1 ratio combustible mixture formed 
from oxygen and natural gas ?owing at 500 and 333 
cubic feet per hour, respectively. 

Example 3 
A partially covered ingot of carbon steel weighing 9000 

pounds and having a rectangular top 22 x 25 inches was 
treatedwith blow-off ?ames from two nozzles for 65 
minutes while holding the two non-water-cooled nozzles 
12 inches from the surface of the metal in the hot-top. 
The blow-0E ?ames were formed by discharging from 
both burner nozzles at 500 feet per second a 1.821 ratio 
combustible mixture formed from oxygen and natural 
gas ?owing at 975 and 540 cubic feet per hour, re 
spectively. 
The overall yield of usable steel was 85%, in contrast 

to 76% obtained without treatment. 

Example 4 
A partially covered ingot of chromium-moylbdenum 

vanadium tool steel was poured with a hot-top con 
stituting 71/z% of the ingot volume, in contrast to 15% 
in normal practice. The casting then was treated with a 
cluster of blow-o?.’ ?ames for 14 minutes ‘from a burner 
nozzle positioned 4 inches above the metal surface. The 
time was formed by burning a combustible mixture ?ow 
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ing at 300 feet per second, and formed from 300 cubic 
feet per hour of oxygen and 200 cubic feet per hour of 
natural gas (a 1.521 ratio). 

Example 5 
An ingot of stainless steel weighing 7360 pounds and 

having a rectangular top 16 x 31 inches was treated with 
a blow-off ?ame for 50 minutes from a burner nozzle 
positioned 21/2 inches above the metal surface while leav 
ing the hot-top uncovered. The hot-top had been ?lled 
with 390 pounds less metal than usual. The ?ame was 
formed by burning a combustible mixture ?owing at 
500 feet per second, and formed from 1194 and 667 
cubic feet per hour, respectively, of oxygen and fuel gas. 

Example 6 
An ingot of stainless steel weighing 6340 pounds and 

having a rectangular top 15 x 28 inches was poured 
with an uncovered hot-top and the surface of the metal 
was covered with silica. A blow-off ?ame was then 
applied to the top of the casting for 50 minutes from a 
burner nozzle located 31/2 inches above the top. Oxygen 
and fuel gas were supplied at 923 and 660 cubic feet 
per hour, respectively, and the mixture ?owed at a 
velocity of 500 feet per second. 

Only 4.1% of the ingot volume contained a pipe, in 
contrast to the 9% normal pipe. 

This application is in part a continuation of my co 
pending application Serial No. 265,942, ?led January 11, 
1952, now abandoned, and combines therewith the use 
of slags in combination with the blow-off ?ame for hot 
topping, and the oxy-fuel ratios for the use of propane 
and coke-oven gas and city gas for fuel. I 
The slags can be naturally-occurring materials such as 

Wollastonite or specially prepared synthetics such as dis 
closed in Jones et a1. Patent No. 2,043,960. 

Examples 

I II III IV 

Percent CaO _______________________ __ 29. 5 31. 24 29.18 40.12 
Percent Mg0__ 8. 7 11.01 8. 26 0. 89 
Percent 810;... 56. 4 52. 40 57. 48 52. 94 
Percent A1203" 5. 4 4.11 4. 86 5. 80 
Percent F8203. Low 0.13 0. 24 0.23 

The advantages of using slags are: They eliminate de 
pletion of readily oxidizable elements in the steel. They 
permit heating with higher oxy-fuel gas ratios and there 
by take advantage of higher ?ame temperatures. They 
permit successful hot-topping of large size ingots. 

In treating small size ingots, up to about l5-in. square 
and depending upon metal chemistry, the primary pur 
pose of the slag is to prevent oxidation of elements which 
may cause porosity in the hot-top--the major element 
being carbon. Many alloy steels can be hot-topped using 
oxy-fuel gas ?ames in these smaller ingot sizes without 
requiring slags as barriers. 

In hot-topping large size ingots, the problem is com 
pletely different. solidi?cation of ingots is expressed as: 

T=Ingot solidi?cation time (min.) 
K=Co-ef?cient dependent upon ingot mold charac 

teristics and heating time 
d=Smallest dimension of ingot (in.), 

Using this formula and for simplicity assuming K= 1, 
the solidi?cation time for a l0-in. square ingot will be 25 
min., whereas, this increases to 225 min. for a 30-in. in 
got. Large size ingots are exposed, therefore, to the 
oxidizing in?uence of the oxy-fuel gas combustion prod 
ucts for a proportionally longer period. Thus, where 
oxidation would ‘not be a factor on small size ingots of 
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a specific metal chemistry, the problem becomes increas 
ingly dit?cult as ingot size increases. For example, 
10 x 10 in. ingots of type 304 stainless can easily be 
heated using oxy-natural gas ratios of 1.5 :1. In heating 
large size ingots, 22 x 25 in., the oxy-natural gas ratio 
would have to be reduced to 1.1 :1 to overcome the effect 
of oxidation by the combustion products. Using this 
ratio, there is insufficient heat in the combustion products 
to eifectively hot~top the ingot. The di?iculty is caused 
by the appearance of a powdery slag being formed on the . 
surface of the metal in the hot-top as the heating 
progresses. This powdery slag probably contains con 
siderable amounts of chromium oxide which is highly 
refractory. The refractory character of this sl-ag causes 
considerable heat re?ection which substantially decreases 
the amount of heat made available to the metal in the 
hot-top. On type 321 stainless, an equally unsatisfactory 
condition is experienced; however, this slag has a slushy 
character. 

Initial experiments were made introducing crushed 
glass on the surface of the hot-top prior to the start of 
heating. This is satisfactory in most cases. Synthetic 
slags such as those according to Patent No. 2,043,960 
are more desirable than crushed glass in instances be 
cause of more uniform slag chemistry, control of vis 
cosity, better sizing and ready availability. The disad 
vantage of synthetic slags is that the cost is higher. 

In treating ingots under production conditions, it is de 
sirable in some cases to add exothermic materials to the 
synthetic slags. The exothermic material imparts heat 
to the hot-top surface to retard solidi?cation until the 
teeming ladle is moved su?iciently for the heating tips 
to be positioned over the ingots. 
Timing between the slag addition and the start of 

heating is important. In treating a 9 x 9 in. ingot, 
20 x 200 slag according to Patent No. 2,150,625 

Examples 

I II III IV 

Percent CaO _______________________ ._ 29. 5 31. 24 29.18 40.12 
Percent MgO ______________________ . _ 8. 7 11. 01 8. 26 0. 89 
Percent 310:... _ 56. 4 52. 40 57. 48 52. 94 
Percent A1203 ______________________ __ 5. 4 4.11 4. 86 5. 80 
Percent F6203 ______________________ _ _ Low 0. 13 0. 24 0.23 

and 40% periclase, was placed on the surface of the hot 
top and the heating ?ames started immediately there 
after. The high velocity of the blow-off ?ames ejected 
the slag material out of the hot-top. A short delay 
period is desirable from the time of slag addition to turn 
ing on the heating ?ames to permit the slags to partially 
fuse. On many grades of high-speed and tool steels, 1 
in. XD wollas-tonite was effective in preventing oxidation 
of elements in the steel. 
Two examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness 

of slags in heating large size ingots: 

Example 7 
15 x 28 in., 6350 lb. ingot of type 430 stainless was 

heating using 928 cu. ft. per hour oxygen and 660 cu. ft. 
per hour of natural gas and the blowo?f ?ame technique. 
The heating time was 50 minutes. Using slags, the top 
crop was 4.1 percent while for conventional practice 
ingots, the top crop was 10 percent. Oxy-natural gas 
hot-topping would not have been possible using this ratio 
on this ingot size without the use of slag. 

Example 8 
22 x 25 in., 7000 lb. ingot of type 304 stainless steel 

was heating using 1640 cu. ft. per hour of oxygen, 480 
cu. ft. per hour of propane, glass slag and blowotf ?ame. 
Ingot yield was 88 percent including top crop, bottom 
crop and scale loss. The regular cast ingot made for 
comparative purposes showed a yield of 80 percent. 
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6 
Again, this ingot could not have been hot-topped with 
out the use of the slag. 
When using propane, coke-oven and city gas, the 

ranges of the oxy-fuel gas ratios are: 

Gray-Propane _____________________ __ 2.5: 1 to 

0.5 : 
4.0: 

Qxy-Co'ke oven and city gas ________ __ 1 to 1.1: 
1 
1 

What is claimed is: 
1. In the process of treating a freshly poured molten 

metal casting to keep the top of the casting molten while 
said casting solidi?es from the bottom to the top thereof 
to reduce the size of the shrinkage cavity therein, wherein 
an oxy-fuel ?ame is directed against the top surface of 
said casting during such cooling, the improvement which 
comprises in combination therewith positioning a burner 
nozzle above the top surface of said casting and vertically 
spaced therefrom a distance such that overheating of the 
nozzle is avoided, and applying from said burner nozzle 
against said top surface an oxy-fuel gas mixture having 
an oxygen to fuel gas ratio of from 1.3:1 to 1.8:1 and a 
velocity of from 200 feet per second to 1000 feet per 
second, to burn said mixture with a stable blow-01f ?ame 
by continuous ignition thereof by the molten casting. 

2. In the process of treating a freshly poured molten 
metal casting to keep the top of the casting molten while 
said casting solidi?es from the bottom to the top thereof 
to reduce the size of the shrinkage cavity therein, wherein 
an oxy-fuel ?ame is directed against the top surface of 
said casting during such cooling, the improvement which 
comprises in combination therewith positioning a burner 
nozzle above the top surface of said casting and vertically 
spaced therefrom a distance such that overheating of the 
nozzle is avoided, and applying from said burner nozzle 

' against said top surface an oxy-fuel gas mixture having 
an oxygen-to-fuel gas ratio of from 1.321 to 1.811 for 
natural gas, 2.5:1 to 4.0:1 for propane and 05:1 to 1.1:1 
for coke oven and city gas and a velocity of from 200 
feet per second to 1000 feet per second, to burn said mix 
ture with a stable blow-off ?ame by continuous ignition 
thereof by the molten casting. 

3. In the process of treating a freshly poured molten 
metal casting to keep the top of the casting molten while 
said casting solidi?es from the bottom to the top thereof 
to reduce the size of the shrinkage cavity therein, wherein 
an oxy-fuel ?ame is directed against the top surface of 
said casting during such cooling, the improvement which 
comprises in combination therewith introducing slag on 
the surface ‘of the hot-top to overcome the effect of oxida~ 
tion by the combustion products and prevent re?ection by 
refractory oxides, positioning a burner nozzle above the 
top surface of said casting and vertically spaced therefrom 
a distance such that overheating of the nozzle is avoided, 
and applying from said burner nozzle against said top 
surface an oxy-fuel gas mixture having an oxygen-to 
fuel gas ratio of from 1.311 to 1.8:1 for natural gas, 2.5:1 
to 4.021 for propane and 0.5 :1 to 1.121 for coke oven 
and city gas and a velocity of from 200 feet per second to 
1000 feet per second, to burn said mixture with a stable 
blow-off ?ame by continuous ignition thereof by the 
molten casting. 
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